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10 mei 2022

19 works of art in various disciplines in and on the water

Bosch Parade 2022 is the 9th edition of this extraordinary art manifestation on
the water with Hieronymus Bosch as its inspiration. This year's theme is
'seduction'. From 16 to 19 June, it promises once again to be an inspiring cruise
of the absurd through the historic centre of 's-Hertogenbosch, with nineteen
idiosyncratic works of art in and on the water. For Bosch Parade, contemporary
artists are constantly creating new work to surprise and affect the audience.
Joep van Lieshout, Celine Werkhoven, Lisa Nigro and young talents Vince and
Thjeu Donders, among others, will let visitors experience their latest works.
Ticket sales have started.

19 works of art in various disciplines in and on the water
Artists from all disciplines, big names and young talent from the Netherlands and
abroad, have once again been inspired by the boundless symbolism, fantasies and
absurdities of world-famous Hieronymus Bosch, born in 's-Hertogenbosch. A new
feature is the Garden of Earthly Delights, a breeding ground at the Citadel where the
artists will work on their objects from 26 May and where Atelier van Lieshout will
exhibit a collection of impressive works. 
"Bosch Parade is one of the most successful events of the Bosch Year 2016, which
keeps the legacy to our city's world-famous painter Hieronymus Bosch alive. I am
eagerly looking forward to the 2022 edition."
Ton Rombouts, former mayor of 's-Hertogenbosch
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JOEP VAN LIESHOUT | Hammer

An award-winning and controversial sculptor. Especially for Bosch Parade, he built an
enormous Hammer, which smashes through the water with a compelling heartbeat.
With thunderous blows, the hammer, like a floating rat catcher, lures Bosch Parade to
follow it. From 26 May, Atelier van Lieshout will also be exhibiting a number of
impressive artworks and sculptural installations in the Garden of Earthly Delights, the
breeding ground at the Citadel where the artists are working on their objects for the
Bosch Parade.
 

SKYPUNCH COLLECTIVE | NAÎAD

That not only visual artists will be showing their creations in the Bosch Parade is
proven by dance makers Celine Werkhoven and Anna Zurkirchen, composer Antonio
Alemanno and architect Ad Roefs. Together they create the floating performance-
installation NAÎAD, a rudderless floating cliff on which two female creatures lure
drowning people out of the water. With their alienating dance, in which bodies and
limbs twist themselves into impossible bends and doublings, they tempt them to come
closer. 

LISA NIGRO | Angler Maiden

American artist Lisa Nigro caused a furore with her interactive artworks full of fire
effects for Burning Man, the annual experimental arts festival in the Nevada desert. "It
has always been my dream to make art for and with communities all over the world",
Lisa explains - and that is where she and Bosch Parade found each other. Lisa works
with (local) volunteers on her Angler Maiden, a monstrous fish made of steel and old
iron, which seduces the fishermen with its music, colours and fiery character.
 

VINCE EN THJEU DONDERS | Zij zijn de oliejagers

Bosch Parade supports young talent and helps them, together with the 'kickstarter for
art and design talent' KOP, on their way to the national and international stages. Vince
and Thjeu Donders, for instance. With their Zij zijn de oliejagers (They are the oil
hunters), they show the downside of our dependence on oil. On a barge built from the
waste products of our civilisation, the search for the black gold drives a group of oil
hunters to madness.
 

Garden of Earthly Delights

A new feature is the Garden of Earthly Delights, a breeding ground at the Citadel
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where the artists will work on their objects from 26 May and where Atelier van
Lieshout will exhibit a collection of impressive works. The Garden of Earthly Delights
is freely accessible to visitors until 15 June, there are hospitality facilities and each
parade day (16 to 19 June) ends with a whirlwind closing event.
 
Artists Bosch Parade 2022
·      Cora van Rijn (NL)
·      SKYPUNCH COLLECTIVE (NL, CH, IT)
·      Krista Smulders (NL)
·      Atelier van Lieshout  (NL)
·      Olivier van den Brandt  (NL)
·      Erik Vink  (NL)
·      Lisa Nigro (USA)
·      Caz Egelie  (NL)
·      Patrick Lijdsman  (NL)
·      Babu Wälti (CH)
·      Ian Skirvin (NL), Dakota Havard (USA)
·      Folkert de Jong and the wij-family (NL)
·      Lucas Kastelijn (NL)
·      Joshua Klappe and Teun Vonk  (NL)
·      Martijn van Dalen  (NL)
·      Matt Jackson (USA)
·      Vince Donders and Thjeu Donders  (NL)
·      ATM Model Art  (NL)
·      Alena Kogan (RU)
 
 
START OF TICKET SALES
Bosch Parade is freely accessible. As in previous editions, Bosch Parade 2022
promises to be crowded, with the best spots in the grass on the banks quickly
taken up and packed bridges. This year, however, visitors can also opt for a
comfortable, paid seat with the best view of one of the four Bosch Parade
terraces. 

On one of these terraces, you are guaranteed a personal waterfront chair, protected
by a Bosch Parade parasol and with catering and sanitary facilities. A ticket also offers
free entry to the Garden of Earthly Delights. Tickets for the Bosch Parade terraces are
available online, for Thursday, Friday and Saturday evenings and Sunday afternoons.
 
NOTE TO THE EDITORS

Information Bosch Parade Foundation
Bosch Parade organizes a biennial art manifestation on the Dommel river in the
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center of 's-Hertogenbosch, with its ninth edition in 2022. During the 8th edition in
2019, Bosch Parade attracted 27,000 visitors, including visitors from the USA, Israel,
Russia, United Kingdom, Finland, Sweden and Australia. The 2021 edition has been
postponed to 2022 due to measures to limit corona.

More about the artistic team of Bosch Parade 2022 can be found on this
page: https://boschparade.nl/en/artistic-team/

Images and short videos can be found at https://boschparade.nl/en/press-releases/
Mentioning the name of the artwork, the maker(s) and the photographer/filmmaker is
mandatory. Image material may only be used in relation to an article about Bosch
Parade 2022.

For more information about Bosch Parade, please contact Dorien van den Hurk, head
of marketing and communications dorien@boschparade.nl. 

You can download pictures here:
Mentioning the name of the artwork, the maker(s) and the photographer/filmmaker is
mandatory. Image material may only be used in relation to an article about Bosch
Parade 2022.
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